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INTRODUCTION

Why choose UDC for your IDC?
As a dive professional you want to make sure that you get off to the best start with your dive career and
that means looking for the right dive facility and staff to undertake your PADI ‘Instructor Development
Course’ and ‘Instructor level’ continuing education programs with.
Every dive operation differs from what it can offer and whether if it is best suited for you, to the philosophies behind its diver education programs, to its business principles, it’s staff and it’s conservation efforts
within the dive community.
We composed this document to help you decide if ‘Utila Dive Centre’ is the place where you would
like to be trained as a PADI Instructor and if our team, of dive professionals are the people you want to
learn from.
We don’t claim or boast to be the best or the biggest, there are other much more commercial, bigger and more business orientated dive schools where you can undertake your course but we prefer a
more personalized, real world approach to instructor training. We don’t even claim to be the cheapest, and don’t want to be, you only get one chance to invest in your PADI IDC and we hope to be the
Utila Dive Centre we are principally a dedicated team of active divers and professionals (we believe
numbers or pass rates, but by how our candidates succeed within the industry, and for that reason take
an ongoing interest in every one of the Instructors we train, not just during the courses but years after
their time with us.
once in a similar position we just want you to be as fully informed as possible before making the decision to ‘Go Pro’.We hope this gives you an idea of what you receive when you take your training with
us in regards to our staff, experience, facility, reputation, attitude, ambience, atmosphere and training
philosophies.
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OUR RECORD
from reputation
and
USA & Europe...

Utila Dive Centre was established in 1990, the 1st on Utila, by several diving enthusiasts and PADI Instructors traveling throughout Central America and the Caribbean, who as PADI Instructors wanted
to offer diving in a professional, safe and enjoyable manner to travelers visiting Utila. Since then
Utila Dive Centre has grown to become a full service dive operation, with a beautiful hotel the
Mango Inn complete with swimming pool, and has probably trained more divers than any other
dive facility in the Bay Islands and Caribbean and is one of the most awarded PADI Career Development Centers worldwide.
Utila Dive Centre works closely with the Divers Alert Network, PADI, Project Aware and local NGO’s
to improve and educate divers about safety and has been awarded the rating of a PADI Career Development Center, only a few facilities worldwide have earned this coveted rating from
PADI, and works on many community projects with the ‘Bay Islands Conservation Association’ and
closely with PADI’s Project Aware. We set up a non-profit Honduran NGO the ‘Utila Centre for
Marine Ecology’ in order to better conserve the reef systems and mangroves around Utila, and
has now evolved to become a national driving force in conservation ‘Centre for Marine
Ecology’. We also are a founding partner of the Utila Coral Restoration Nursery.
Last year more than four times as many PADI Divemasters, particularly those living on Utila,
chose to conduct their IDC with with us over any other facility in the Bay Islands and Central
America. We take this as a tribute to the high quality of our staff, facility and their much deserved
reputation.
The fact that 80% of our Divemasters and Instructor candidates are referred to us by ‘word of mouth’ shows
the commitment, comfort and quality that we put into our professional courses. At Utila Dive Centre, a
Career Development Center, our team guarantee your success, whilst other facilities sell certifications
we pride ourselves on providing quality training. After all you are only as successful as the training
program you enroll on and the Instructors who provide this. We encourage you to check our
backgrounds and see the extensive worldwide diving and working experience our Course Directors,
it’s this global experi-ence that will benefit you in your own career.
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Our record and reputation...

We ensure that in addition to professionalism, safety, high standards, all our students, whether beginners
or professionals leave UDC having had a rewarding, exciting, educational and fun experience with an
open door to ever returning in the future. As a dive professional trained at Utila Dive Centre you have an
open door to ever returning in the future.
In the last few years we were finalists for the PADI Instructor Development award and have also twice
been voted the #1 PADI Instructor Development Center in the world by PADI Americas, no other
operator in the region meets such high standards and we’ve been compared to some of the world’s
top Universities, such as Harvard and Oxford but for professional dive training.
In consecutive years we have also been awarded by Project Aware for our environmental
achievements and being one of the most environmentally friendly dive operations and operating with
a conscience. When you join us for your training, you’ll also be contributing to making a cleaner and
greener planet for current and future divers. We’re also one of the few Project Aware 100% AWARE
ake a donation to
PADI’s Project Aware and you get a special Project A
We put our money where others just talk and we make a difference!
In the last ew consecutive years we have also been awarded the T
Excellence’
based on the outstanding reviews we received of our dive facility, staff and training programs.
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OUR FACILITY

Utila Dive Center & the Mango Inn
Our 4 classrooms are all modern, air-conditioned and lessons are given using the latest multimedia
presentations. Every IDC candidate has their own ‘work station’ and access to the Internet.

We have 5 fully equipped dive boats, 24 hour back up power generator, a state of the art compressors system with over 8000 cubic foot of air banked, 60 sets of Scubapro, Aqualung and Cressi
Sub rental equipment, private locker rooms, quiet study areas, the most comprehensive dive
retail outlet on Utila, and a beautiful dock area constructed over the water with social amenities.
We also have a dedicated marina/fill station that enhances your training and qualifications.
We have also recently completed the development of a new, state-of-the-art Marina. This facility was
designed to enhance our dive operations and to provide additional training opportunities for our Instructor candidates. This is also where we store our 2 Bauer compressors and gas blending station.

Our ‘swimming/training pool’ is a shallow protected clear body of water lined with palm
trees, white sands and will prepare you best for when you yourself come to teach diving in
exactly this same kind of environment. The IDC is held in the Mango Inn hotel conference
facility complete with swimming pool, this dedicated IDC centre ensures that your class time is
free from distractions, there is a restaurant, wireless internet, and some lunches are provided
during the course. Our on site swimming pool ensures that we can have as much time as
possible with you in the water to work on skill development and make you the best Instructor we
can, particularly should weather conditions become adverse.
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UTILA

The Caribbean island
There’s a few other amazing reasons why Utila is one of the best training destinations in the Americas, and worldwide, for your dive career training. Whilst many locations have a handful of dive
of amazing reef systems, and our diving is a little more diverse than most warm water destinations
and we send several boats out a day offering you more diving, which you won’t find in many
other areas and we have over 80 sites around the island. Also on the North side of Utila we have
sheer walls and drop offs that go several hundred meters, obviously we don’t go that deep! This is
regular encounters with Dolphins and on the South side of Utila we have a fringing reef system with
the REEF group that publish the ‘Caribbean Fish ID’ series of books have voted the Bay Islands the
most diverse region in the Caribbean for aquatic life. There are Eels, turtles, Spotted Drums, Stone100ft and water temp averages 26-28c/84-88f.
Utila is less commercial than the other Bay Islands and most islands in the Caribbean, and
the Yucatan of Mexico, and you won’t find deludes of cruise ships, motor traffic, condominium
developers or mass tourism, instead the island is reminiscent of the traditional Caribbean way of
living. Whilst there is not an international airport on the island, this has protected the island from
over development and allowed it to retain its natural charm and beauty, and Utila is still within
easy reach of the mainland. The island is English/Spanish speaking, very safe and friendly, and you
won’t need to take taxis or shuttles to get around the island, or waste time commuting, and
most people get around by bicycle, and you have easy access to supermarkets, apartments, all
close to our dive centre. Utila is also one of the most affordable destinations to live and train on in
the Caribbean as well, due to the lack of commercial development on the island. If you
compare to other destina-tions nearby for training, you can often spend hours stuck in traffic
each day commuting to resorts/hotels, or long boat rides to dive sites. The effort in reaching
Utila is made up in a matter of days with the amount and quality of diving you’ll get to do,
lifestyle, low cost of living, and quality of training and additional options.
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PROJECT AWARE
Coral Watch

Todays dive professional also needs to have a thorough understanding of the marine environment,
coral reefs and ecosystems, and the majority of divers and students want to receive additional
training and education in marine science.
We have partnered with PADI’s Project Aware and the University of Queensland, to integrate the
CoralWatch surveying into our Divemaster course and we also allow Instructor candidates who are
interning on either our Divemaster or MSDT internships to partake in this program. Every week at
UDC you will visit Utilas reefs and compare colours of corals with colours on the chart and record
to train you beyond a basic Divemaster/Instructor and to give something back to Utila’s reefs for
the enjoyment we take from them, and to also allow you to educate your own divers and students
tool and increase your awareness about global warming by demonstrating one of its devastating
effects. We’re fortunate at UDC to have the boats, tanks, staff and resource to offer such a pro-
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UTILA CORAL RESTORATION
Our own Coral Nursery

UDC is a founding partner in the Utila Coral Restoration
Project. This is a conservation and research project which
aims to restore the reefs around Utila, Honduras and to
recover the critically endangered populations of both
Acropora Cervicornis (Staghorn Coral) and Acropora
Palmata (Elkhorn Coral) species. Our project is focusing on
restoration efforts of these species, community-wide education, as well as ongoing research on the reefs of the area.
During your time on the island, you’re welcome to join in on
this conservation effort with our team. Through the use of
successful nursery and restoration techniques, we will
improve the live coral cover on Utila and raise educational
awareness of both residents and visitors to Utilas reefs.
You can also participate in the Coral Nursery
Maintenance Specialty where you’ll get hands-on training
on the coral nursery trees and get exposure on the
best-practices of developing and maintaining these crucial
restoration projects.
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CURRICULUM

Our Instructor Development Course

Our IDC is 5 days longer than the industry standard of 7 days, that’s 12 days of quality
instructor training. The last 2 days of our IDC are conducted as a ‘mock’ Instructor Examination
to give you better preparation and insight into the real IE. However from our experience as a
dive centre that trains over 1500 divers a year, at all levels, we know how much more important
it is to prepare a candidate for the real world of dive instruction rather than just to pass the
Instructor Examinations.
We’ve extended our IDC program to cover more effective teaching techniques, discuss instructing
in different worldwide environments, look at greater career opportunities in diving including ‘diver
safety’ and ‘technical diving’ and resume preparation. As one of the most prestigious and awarded
dive training facilites in the world we receive a lot of job applications everyday so we’ll show
you exactly what it takes to become a successful Instructor and what gives you the best
chance of success as a professional in today’s dive industry. As the only facility on Utila with
‘rebreathers we’ll spend extra time looking at future trends in diving ‘rebreathers’.
All this is done in a low stress, relaxed and most importantly ‘fun’ environment. Although the
actual number of hours per day on the IDC are about 8 we have our IDC facility open at least
12 hours per day so anytime our candidates need quiet study time, assignment preparation
time, private discussion or career counseling they get it! Our staff are available outside of regular
hours for any remedial tuition or 1 to 1 coaching, remember we want you to succeed as a first
rate dive instructor, not just pass the IE!
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OUR TEAM

for the Instructor Development Course
If you’ve been impressed with what you’ve read so far then what you’re about to read will really
make you smile and look forward to training with us. Our Course Directors and IDC Staff instructors
have received recognition rom P
lence’ which you’ll see immediately once you walk into our dive center on display, and between
them have to date issued over 8000 P
PADI
numerous ‘Specialty Instructors’, ‘IDC Staff Instructors’ and ‘PADI Tec and Rebreather Instructors’.
Our IDC’s are directed by our in house Course Director, Andy Phillips (who has taught and dived all
over the world, Egypt Red Sea, Thailand SE Asia, Galapagos/Costa Rica Pacific, Cyprus Mediterranean, Caribbean, Indonesia, USA, Canada and South Africa).
This gives us a unique advantage in making our IDC much more real world rather than bore you
with too much traditional academics and allows you to draw and learn from years of diverse
cation with programs from ‘International Yacht Training’ and also adaptive teaching for divers with
disabilities with ‘IAHD’ courses, (no other Course Director or IDC Staff Instructor in Honduras can
offer this and no other facility in Central America can offer you 2 full time ‘Platinum rated’ resident
Course Directors / Instructor Trainers committed to your success, personal attention and development!!!) and the full range of ‘Divers Alert Network’ programs. In addition to having your IDC run
by 2 experienced PADI Course Directors there will also be IDC Staff assistants, who can also teach
in German/Hebrew/English/Spanish/French, working with you for closer supervision and attention.
When our staff aren’t working on IDC’s they are instructing beginners or diving on Utilas reefs, both
shallow and deep technical dives, working on community projects, promoting diver safety or simply enjoying the quality, beauty and tranquility of the Caribbean lifestyle. If our dive professionals
were told they weren’t too be paid for their work they would still place as much commitment and
time into making you the best Instructor possible, why? Simply because we love what we do and
our passion for diving is genuine and real, just make sure we all get a cold ‘sunset drink’ at the
end of a good days diving.
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Our team for the IDC...

ANDY PHILLIPS (UK)
Utila Dive Centre’s ‘Director of Professional Training’
PADI Platinum Course Director
PADI Trimix & Rebreather Instructor Trainer
DAN Instructor Trainer
IANTD Instructor Trainer
International Association Handicapped Divers Instructor Trainer
International Yacht Training Instructor Trainer

Andy has taught and dived all over the world, Egypt Red Sea, Thailand & Indonesia
SE Asia, Galapagos/Costa Rica Pacific, Cyprus Mediterranean, Caribbean, Yucatan
caves of Mexico, Canada, USA and South Africa. His award winning IDC’s have seen
cates of excellence from PADI Vice President James
Morgan based on the comments and feed back of the Instructors that he has trained.
Andy has over 8000 dives, is also a PADI Trimix & Rebreather Instructor Trainer, DAN
Instructor Trainer, IYT Instructor Trainer and IANTD Instructor Trainer. Andy has
trained over 4000 divers and 3000 Instructors and is an accomplished and
experienced mixed gas technical diver and cave explorer, and has an extensive
network of dive professionals worldwide that help with job placement and career
development. Andy’s hobbies outside of diving are kite surfing, travel, trekking
and off road mountain biking. Prior to working in the scuba industry in Andy
worked in commercial insurance in market analysis and designing future policies,
his business background and expertise will help you get the best possible start to
your professional dive career. Andy recently completed a Masters degree in
ecommerce and integrates additional information into our IDCs to help our instructor
candidates to understand the direction of the dive industry and how the internet is
shaping education, training, and sales online. Andy has also been invited as a
speaker at dive conferences on topics such as ‘Environmental education’ (Beautiful
Oceans DEMA), ‘Dive industry innovation’ (PADI DEMA), ‘Project Aware
CoralWatch’ (UK DIVE SHOW) and has consulted with PADI on curriculum topics and
the recent revisions to the PADI Divemaster and Instructor Development courses and
is a field tester for new programs.
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Our team for the IDC...
SUZY PHIPPS (UK)
B.sc Marine Biology
PADI Course Director
International Association Handicapped Divers Instructor Trainer
International Yacht Training Instructor Trainer
Suzy is originally from the UK but grew up as a child in Belize, this instilled in her a love for the
environment with pristine jungles and the 2nd biggest barrier reef in the world as her playground. She has trained and dived throughout the world, and has a Bsc in Marine Biology, and
in addition to training our Instructors she also co-ordinates with our environmental projects and
her camera set up as she is an avid underwater photographer, and also enjoys sidemount
diving. Anyone who ever had the luck to take a course with her agrees that there’s no one as
happy and energetic as her and when she’s not teaching scuba she enjoys spending time
with her students. Prior to joining us Suzy was managing a busy resort in the Maldives, and her
administrative skills will ensure your paperwork is in order and processed for you to soon be
Instructing. Suzy has dived in the Maldives, Thailand, Mexico, Vietnam, Belize, Honduras and
the Mediterranean and also worked as Course Director in Mexico.

JOSIAH MACKIN (USA)
PADI Course Director
EFR Instructor Trainer

Josiah Mackin, better known to his students simply as “Juicy” is another of our PADI Course
Directors. Juicy was born and raised in Massachusetts in the United States and has traveled
and dived around the world. He’s been diving in New Zealand, Fiji, Thailand, Indonesia,
Mexico, Hawaii, Ireland, Bahamas and Zanzibar and his diving adventure began when he
decided to do his Open Water on the Great Barrier Reef in Australia in 2001. Among his
favorite dive experiences is the Beqa SharK Dive in Fiji, and he also fancies himself a bit of
an adrenaline junkie so goes on some challenging cave dives, including the famous Mosquito Factory dive in Tulum, Mexico. After some time diving recreationally, Juicy found that
what he enjoyed the most was helping people achieve their goals (and getting to do so in
lovely weather!). This passion for teaching lead Juicy to become an instructor and soon
after he set his stamp on the professional training level as he found it even more rewarding.
Teaching Professionals came naturally and he decided to join the ranks of PADI Course
Directors and it’s been a highly successful decision, already earning the distinguished Platinum Rating, the highest honor awarded to PADI Course Directors. When he’s not diving or
teaching, you’ll find Juicy cheering on Tom Brady and the New England Patriots every
Sunday afternoon, enjoying some freshly caught Lionfish Ceviche surrounded by friends.-
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Our team for the IDC...

SCOTT PEAKER (UK)
PADI IDC Staff Instructor
PADI Trimix Instructor

Scott is our Tec Instructor and in addition to assisting on our IDC’s also conducts our tec diving
courses at UDC and can teach sidemount and trimix diving! Scott has also worked on marine
conservation programs in Fiji and has dived all around the world, including the cooler climate of
the UK waters. He is one of the few PADI Trimix Instructors in the Caribbean and Central America
and has several 300ft/90 meter dives to his credit around Utila’s Northside walls. Scott assists on
our Instructor courses and brings a wealth of teaching and diving experience to our programs.
In addition to giving IDC presentations, he also puts on tech and sidemount intro dives for our
candidates and lends her expertise to our specialty Instructor courses. Scott’s only issue is he is
from Newcastle from NE England so we often have to bring an interpreter so you understand him!

NICO DULCIC (CHILE)
PADI IDC Staff Instructor
DIVEMASTER Mentor

Nico Dulcic is another of our PADI IDC Staff Instructors who is part of the IDC team and
provides additional support instruction in Spanish. Nico started diving in Malaysia where he
was bought a Discover Scuba Diver experience as a parting gift from some friends. The
next day he signed up to do his OW all the way to Divemaster. After he completed his IDC,
he knew he would leave his career as a lawyer to pursue teaching divers, and after some
time instructing on the recreational level, he decided to start teaching Divemasters and
assisting on Instructor Development Courses. Nico eventually made his way to Utila, after
diving in Thailand and his native Chile and his biggest joy in training professionals are the
“Aha!” moments when trainees and candidates are able to take the training and truly
develop the skills to be succesful dive professionals. Many years late, Nico still enjoys teaching Open Water courses and his most moerable diving experiences are diving with Mola-Molas in Bali and wreck diving with a huge sea-lion in Chile.
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PAPERWORK
requirements

If possible please bring with you all previous
numbers names, training agency name) and i

(dates of courses, instructor

A medical statement within the last 12 months, dated and signed by a physician, stating you are
2 Passport sized photo’s

Method of payment for the IE, PADI does not accept cash, such as VISA/MasterCard/AMEX or USA
Bank Cheque or US Travelers Cheques. Your payment for the course should be made prior to
the start and can be done with either traveler’s cheques, but preferably by bank wire into our
accounts. You can use credit cards on Utila but there is an 8% surcharge for this.
We also highly recommend bringing a laptop/notebook or tablet device as much of the resource
material is found online and we provide you with a USB key/DropBox link to videos and other digital
resources.
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Preparation.....

For candidates that book online and in advance we offer a preparation program as part of
your IDC. This will include getting you completely comfortable in the water if it’s been a while
and allowing you to observe our instructors as they teach PADI Open Water & Rescue diver
classes, reviewing demonstration quality skills, rescue skills, retesting of Divemaster theory and
preparation for the IDC. The earlier you can prepare for the IDC the easier you will find the
course and the more you will get from it, much better to spend a small amount of time a day
revising a few weeks before the course than cramming it all in just before the IDC starts. If there
are certain areas that you are having problems or difficulty with please let us know in
advance and we can arrange additional remedial sessions aside from the IDC to bring you up
to speed, all part of the service.
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SCHEDULE
& logistics

The IDC is scheduled to start on a Wednesday (or Saturday AM for e-learners), around 12pm (we
do advise candidates to arrive 2 or 3 days earlier to begin preparation if possible), run over 12days,
and end on the Sunday (the last 2 days of the IDC, Saturday and Sunday are held as a mock IE to
completely prepare and test you for what will happen at the PADI IE). We schedule the EFR
Instructor course between the Assistant Instructor and OWSI portions of the IDC, on the Monday
and Tuesday, which is mandatory for all candidates (unless you hold an equivalent rating), as this
will allow you to offer all inclusive PADI Rescue Diver training and CPR/1st aid training outside of
scuba diving. On the Monday after the IDC finishes we schedule a group fun dive and you can also
use this day to relax before the Instructor exams on Tuesday and Wednesday. After the IE the
‘optional’ Instructor Continuing Education programs begin right away and we can always customize
a package for individual needs and interests. During the IDC all class-work and academic testing
takes place in the mornings and after a lunch break the afternoons are usually spent in the water
developing ‘confined’ and ‘open water’ teaching skills. A typical day runs from 8am to 5pm with
lunch 12pm-1pm though our staff and facility are available from 7am-7pm for any consultation,
counseling and remedial training. You’ll have evenings where assignments need preparing but
this has been carefully managed so candidates receive no more than 2 assignments, maximum,
per evening with many evenings a little more relaxed with either no assignments or just 1
assignment.
The ability to pass an IE is a natural progression of sitting the IDC. You will have several
opportunities during your IDC to practice these assignments and will do a mock IE before the real
PADI IE. We’re proud of our record at the PADI IE’s and last year, over 60 Divemasters in 12 different
programs chose to do their IDC with Utila Dive Centre (that’s nearly three times as many as any
other facility in the Bay Islands) and everyone passed the PADI IE and we helped all those who
stayed in the region find credible employment in the dive industry, which no other facility in
Honduras achieved. Whilst it is im-possible to ‘guarantee’ you’ll pass the IE our promise to you is that
should you fail the IE we will offer a 2nd IDC for free and pay for you to re-sit the IE, no gimmicks!
Utila Dive Center is one of the top PADI Career Development Centers worldwide that set the
standard for instructor training, and whilst we‘re often imitated by other dive centers, our training,
17
results and lifetime support are never surpassed.

Schedule & logistics...
TIME

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

7:30AM

Skills DVD

Developing
“Knowledge
Development”

Knowledge
Development
Presentations

9:00AM

Learning
Instruction &
PADI Systems

10:00AM

Start
Diving

Teaching in
Confined
Water

11:00AM

Start
Diving

IE Workshop 1
Developing
(Worksheet
“Knowledge
Drafter)
Development”

SUN

MON
EFR
Instructor

Conducting
Open Water
Training Dives

EFR
Instructor

GS & P 1

Conducting
Open Water
Training Dives

EFR
Instructor

Teaching in
Confined
Water

Risk
Management

Standards
Exam

EFR
Instructor

12:00PM

Registration &
Orientation

Lunch

Lunch (Buffet)

Lunch

1:00PM

Registration &
Orientation

Skills Development
& Assessment

Teaching PADI
Specialty
Classes

Rescue
Workshop

DSD Workshop
Part 1

Descent and CESA
Workshop

2:00PM

Dive Theory
Exams

Skills Development
& Assessment

Marketing Diving
(Dive Acquisition
Plan)

Confined Water
Presentations

Confined Water
Presentations

OW
Presentations

3:00PM

Dive Theory
Exams

Skills Development
& Assessment

Assignment
Prep Time

Confined Water
Presentations

Confined Water
Presentations

OW
Presentations

4:00PM

Dive Theory
Exams

Skills Development
& Assessment

Assignment
Prep Time

Confined Water
Presentations

Knot/Lift Bag
Clinic

OW
Presentations

Remedial
Work

Rescue
Practice

5:00PM

TIME

TUE

7:30AM

Lunch

Lunch

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

SUN

GS & P 2

Knowledge
Development
Presentations

Rescue Diver
Course

OW
Presentations
(Mock IE)

Standards
Exam (Mock IE)

9:00AM

EFR
Instructor

Open Water
4 E’s Workshop 2
Diver Course
(Worksheet
(Acquisition Plan)
Drafted)

Rescue Diver
Course

OW
Presentations
(Mock IE)

Dive Theory
(Mock IE)

10:00AM

EFR
Instructor

Open Water
Adventures in
Diver Course
Diving (Con-Ed
(Acquisition Plan) Marketing Plan)

Divemaster
Course

OW
Presentations
(Mock IE)

Dive Theory
(Mock IE)

11:00AM

EFR
Instructor

Business of Diving
(SWOT Analysis)

Adventures in
Diving (Con-Ed
Marketing Plan)

Resume
Preparation

Rescue
(Mock IE)

Dive Theory
(Mock IE)

12:00PM

Lunch (Buffet)

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

1:00PM

EFR
Instructor

Risk
Management 2

DSD Workshop
Part 2

Confined Water
Presentations
(DOCK)

Confined Water
Presentations
(Mock IE)

2:00PM

EFR
Instructor

Keep Diving

OW
Presentations

Confined Water
Presentations
(DOCK)

Confined Water
Presentations
(Mock IE)

3:00PM

EFR
Instructor

e-Learning

OW
Presentations

Confined Water
Presentations
(DOCK)

Confined Water
Presentations
(Mock IE)

4:00PM

EFR
Instructor

Internet
Workshop

OW
Presentations

5:00PM

Remedial
Work

Remedial
Work

800 Metre
Snorkel Swim

Lunch

Final Counselling
& Closing

Lunch

Skills Circuit
(Mock IE)

Areas in yellow are where you are in the water.
Areas in blue are where you are in the clasrom.
Areas in red are aditional sesions we schedule at UDC beyond the PADI IDC curiculum.
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ONLINE

pre-IDC study

for your IDC there are 2 e-learning options that allow you to;
1) Study and pre-assess your dive theory online (saves hours of revision on Utila and 3 hours in class)
2) Study 9 of the course presentations online which can be used to save time from the course and
start 4 days later than our ‘Live delivery’ IDC with the start date on the Saturday morning at 8am
(registration Friday PM). The course will then end one week later on the Sunday (with the mock IE)
and then a day’s fun diving on Monday prior to the IE on the Tuesday/Wednesday, allowing you
sistant Instructor.

-

There is an additional charge for this each of these options, that deliver convenience and value
enhancement to the IDC, and this is paid to PADI. Please contact us for more information to register
for this option.
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MORE OPTIONS
for you

As a PADI Divemaster or leadership level professional with another organization you
have several different options to begin your PADI Instructor training. You can go directly into the ull PADI IDC (11 days) or instead do the PADI Assistant Instructor course
(4 days) and at a later date complete the PADI OWSI portion (7 days) (See Instructor
course ino attachment or more details). At Utila Dive Centre we preer to keep our
IDC class sizes smaller and more personal by offering more programs per year and by
giving you more choice over your path to becoming a professional. By offering up to
12 IDC’s per year (see IDC schedule attachment) we do incur greater expenses but
we prefer to do this in order to keep our group sizes smaller and give a better service,
compared to other IDC centers worldwide that offer just 6-8 programs a year with
much bigger group sizes.

1 Course Director, this is lower than the required 8:1 ratio from PADI, why?... well we like
to provide better service, simply put after every IDC our staff meet and are constantly
reviewing how we can improve our programs, it’s this dynamic thinking that helps
make you a great Instructor and show you how ‘attitude’ is one of the most important
attributes a dive professional can have.
After your IE we offer a full range of Instructor level Continuing Education programs
including our PADI ‘MSDT prep’ program, ‘DAN Instructor’, ‘PADI Sidemount Specialty
Instructor’, PADI ‘Technical Diver/Gas Blender Instructor’, ScubaPro Resort
Equipment Technician, PADI/IAHD Disabled Diver Instructor and IYT Dive Boat Crew
training.We hope this gives you an idea of what you receive when you take your
training with us in regards to our staff, experience, facility,reputation, attitude,
ambiance, atmosphere and training philosophies. No one offer you so many
options with your professional training, guaranteed to advance your career and
make you succeed in the real world of the dive industry.
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GLOBAL PLACEMENT NETWORK
Exclusive membership

The professional training you receive at UDC is just the start of the lifetime support you
receive when you train with UDC. With a network of over hundreds of alumni
who work in
the Dive Industry – in various roles from Guides, Instructors, Dive Center/Resort managers,
Boat Captains, Superyacht crew, Training agency staff to Course Directors – across the
world, you’ll have the best possible start to your diving career by becoming part of the
UDC family.
With that in mind we have developed our Global Placement Network. Our alumni work in
every continent on the planet, and in every area of the industry, we’re proud to maintain
long-standing relationships with our graduates after they have left Utila and as part of the
UDC family you too can benefit from those relationships and leverage them for career
opportunities that would otherwise not be available.
Many IDC Facilities and Course Directors may make claims of job placements and networks But this can only be built after years of established training at the highest level and
no other dive operation in the Caribbean, Honduras and Central America is committed
to your success, and opportunities during and after your time with Utila Dive Centre.

Others talk whilst Utila Dive Centre delivers!
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AFTER THE

Instructor Examination

We offer all different kinds of Instructor level continuing education programs from PADI, DAN and
PADI Tec courses and closed circuit rebreather courses, ‘International Association Handicapped
Yacht Training’ Instructor courses. These are scheduled to begin after the IE and we can arrange package deals as
part of a career training program, at our resort.

employment. At Utila Dive Centre our staff, with their extensive network of contacts in the region
facilitate your chances of gaining employment as a PADI Instructor, you can give yourself the best
possible head start by enrolling in our ‘Premium Pro Plus’ program. Our ‘Premium Pro Plus’ program
includes the PADI Instructor Development Course, Emergency First Response Instructor and Master
Scuba Diver Trainer preparation program. Our ‘Premium Pro Plus’ program will train you beyond a
regular PADI ‘Open Water Scuba Instructor’ and after the IDC is completed and the examinations
passed we will train you as an ‘Emergency First Response’ Instructor and a ‘Master Scuba Diver
Trainer’ and allow you to intern with our full time Instructors at the Utila Dive Centre on Utila, so what
we taught you during the IDC you will get to put into practice under the watchful eyes of our
sea-soned professional staff.
Our Premium Pro Plus program currently has some amazing promotions including the O2
Instructor, Adaptive Diving Instructor and the ScubaPro technicians course, and for those
candidates interning with us, the PADI 'Resort Operations Specialty'.
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After the IE...
After you’ve celebrated becoming an Instructor we will start with the MSDT program, this will
train you in 5 PADI Specialty Instructor ratings (or
special rates for more, if desired) and no other
facility or Course Director in Central America
can offer such an extensive range of continuing education programs, choose from;

Enriched Air
Wreck
Gas Blender Nitrox
(and Trimix) Emergency
O2 Provider
Equipment/ScubaPro
Digital Photography
Sidemount Diver
Adaptive Diver

!

Deep
Night
Naturalist
Search & Recovery
Dolphin Rebreather
Navigation
Videography
Note our top 8 preferred choices
which most centers cannot offer,
that are in demand and really
set you apart and require our
specialized instruction, all other
choices can often be applied
for based on your own direct
experience at a later date.
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After the IE...

We can also offer a complete range of DAN Instructor courses in addition to our MSDT program.
After the specialty Instructor training has been completed we have an optional internship (highly
recommended) that no other IDC center has the resource or daily courses scheduled to offer you,
get the chance to take the ‘micro teaching’ techniques that we taught you during the IDC and
apply to actual courses and gain real world experience. The internship will allow you to assist on
at least 5 PADI courses from Open Water to Rescue and gain invaluable real world experience
and organizational and logistical skills, by the end of our internship you will have issued up to 25
Master Scuba Diver Trainer rating, also you will have earned a valuable reference from our Career Development Center which is good for life, wherever you travel in the world as an Instructor.
will give you the best training, experience and start to your professional dive career. Over the last
16 years graduates on our ‘Premium Pro Plus‘ training program have enjoyed more success than
the average PADI instructor, have achieved higher positions in the dive industry and earn more
income than the average PADI instructor.
So what more are you waiting for, if you’d really like to get a head start, gain valuable teaching
able reference from one of the most awarded PADI Career Development Centers in the world
contact PADI Course Director Andy Phillips today!

DIVEMASTER
ASSISTANT
INSTRUCTOR

SPECIALTY
INSTRUCTOR

EMERGENCY FIRST RESPONSE

INSTRUCTOR

INSTRUCTOR

SPECIALTY
INSTRUCTOR

EMERGENCY FIRST RESPONSE

INSTRUCTOR

MASTER SCUBA DIVER

TRAINER

IDC STAFF
INSTRUCTOR
MASTER
INSTRUCTOR
COURSE
DIRECTOR
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PADI/IAHD
ADAPTIVE DIVE
Partner / Pro

PADI and IAHD-Americas are the world’s premier adaptive scuba training & certification agencies with the
mission to share the magic of scuba diving with individuals with serious physical, mental and emotional
disabilities, to allow them to participate in underwater activities. To accomplish this requires competent, welltrained instructors, underwater guides, and capable dive buddies, as well as training programs, standards,
guidelines, materials, and member support. We offer specific training for our PADI Instructors who wish to
train and work with disabled divers, and also offer adaptive teaching programs for other dives and your own
PADI Divemasters.
Our PADI/IAHD Dive Pro course allows PADI Instructors to train both recreational divers with disabilities and to
allow certified divers to be certified to fill the key role of a certified support diver for an adaptive scuba diver
and also to be a more aware, empathetic and supportive dive buddy for divers with disabilities. PADI
Instructors who qualify with us as PADI/IAHD Dive Pros can also train and certify PADI Divemasters as Adaptive
Dive Partners so they learn how to dive and plan supervisory activities with disabled divers. The Adaptive
training is a totally integrated program for Divemasters, Assistant Instructors and Instructors which consists of
two days of classroom, pool and optional open water training, candidates learn;

• The characteristics of various physical disabilities, and how they relate to scuba diving.
• To recognize and adapt to some of the unique characteristics of mental & emotional disabilities.
• How to overcome some of the problems you may encounter when training physically disabled divers,
• Proven methods for assisting those with sight impairment, hearing impairment, spinal injuries, amputations, and other disabilities.
• How to adapt and modify normal diving equipment to the needs of the disabled diver.
• To anticipate the needs and attitudes of challenged students and to develop a foresight in logistic awareness and considerations.
We schedule our PADI/IAHD Dive Pro/Instructor programs each month, though with very limited spaces. The
program can be offered to dive professionals with no previous experience/certification in adaptive
teaching, please contact us for availability.
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AUTHORISED SCUBAPRO
Resort Equipment Technicians Course

Utila Dive Centre is the exclusive Scubapro technician training facility in the Bay Islands. Now in
addition to offering all our Divemaster and Instructor candidates the option of the PADI Equipment
specialty class that focuses on care and basic maintenance, we can also offer a manufacturer recognized
technical servicing class that
you to service/repair Scubapro equipment
under warranty. Scubapro is one of the dive industries most recognized equipment manufacturer
and globally recognized brands, favoured by recreational divers, dive professionals and centers/
resorts. This
will increase your knowledge, versatility and employability and earnings
potential as a Scubapro recognized technician and is essential for all PADI Instructors.
by ScubaPro as a resort technician. The course covers non-balanced regulator systems and buoyThe program covers the theory and mechanical operation of Scubapro dive equipment, including
related dive physics, repair, test and service skills and procedures. Video guided cameras are used
to demonstrate techniques to students and then students have their own work station, equipment
models and tools to service equipment. Schematics are distributed to students and there is a theory
review. Models covered include the hugely popular MK2 1st stage with 2nd stage, R295-R395 downr. These models are all favorites
of dive centers/resorts worldwide for training students and rentals.
Upon successful completion of the program, participants will receive a SCUBAPRO
authorizing them to perform technical servicing on SCUBAPRO equipment covered during the training
(MK2/R295, BPI) under the supervision of an authorized SCUBAPRO dealer.
We schedule the 1 day course during our MSDT program and we recommend early enrollment as
spaces are limited. There is no other facility in the Bay Islands that can offer Scubapro technician
classes and this training will make you more employable and your dive resume stand out.
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PADI FREEDIVER
training programs

We are currently the only PADI Career Development Center to offer PADI Freediver courses in the Bay Islands. Our staff
Caribbean Cup competition. For those dive professionals also with a passion for Freediving you can now qualify as a
PADI Freediving Instructor at various levels.
1. PADI Freediver and Basic Freediver course
2. PADI Advanced Freediver Course
3. PADI Master Freediver Course
At Utila Dive Center we offer the 3 complete levels of freediver training through PADI and these can be taken as separate levels or in one complete package. Learning can start immediately as knowledge development is supported by
your own limits and meeting the requirements for each session before heading out for the open water free dive sessions.
For candidates enrolled on our PADI Divemaster and Instructor internships, the freediver courses are a great way to
further your own natural aquatic ability in the water and take advantage of your time and training with us to develop
yourself as a competent freediver and safe buddy for other free divers. For our Divemaster and Instructor interns there
is also the option to continue advancing your dives and abilities, whilst interning at Utila Dive Centre, as a freediver in
preparation to become a PADI Freediver Instructor.
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PADI Freediver training programs...
If you’re passionate about Freediving then the PADI Freedsport with others. The PADI Freediver Instructor training
freedive skills. Instructor candidates learn how to conduct
the PADI Freediver Program following PADI Standards and
review freediving physiology and psychology theory and
practice coaching techniques to support student development and achievement. Through role-play, candidates
learn to teach while improving skill demonstration techniques and personal abilities, and a focus on safety. Candidates master supervision and rescue techniques while
demonstrating leadership skills and professionalism.
To enroll in the PADI Freediver Instructor course it is best to
qualify through the PADI Instructor Development Course,
this will then allow you to apply direct to PADI to become a
Freediver Instructor (when you hold an Advanced or Masployability and earnings potential!
Otherwise for PADI Divemasters/Assistant Instructors you can
enroll in the PADI Freediver Instructor course and you need
to meet the following criteria;

•
•

Instructor

• Current medical statement signed by a physician within
12 months
Our PADI Freediving Instructor Trainers and Instructors are
world class teachers as well as competitive free divers and
are the safety support crew for the world record holders on
the annual Caribbean Cup. Please contact us for more
information if the PADI Freediving courses interest you.
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INTERNATIONAL YACHT TRAINING
International Yacht Training Worldwide (IYT WW) in cooperation with the Utila Dive Centre are
pleased to introduce the new Dive Boat Crew and Instructor programs - professionally recognized
to meet the needs of the diving industry and to develop PADI professionals maritime knowledge and skills including practical boat driving experience. The Dive boat Crew courses were introduced due to demand from the diving industry and
cover components relating to health, safety, engineering, legal and competency aspects that are
required to safely operate such a boat. These programs incorporate everything that a diveboat
operator would be required to know from the moment the boat left the dock until its safe return to
port and are an amazing complement to our Divemaster and Instructor programs for dive professionals who will be working on islands, resorts and liveaboards. The courses, while diveboat
spe-cific, contain the necessary knowledge for operators to crew safely, though are by no means
meant to replace any certification or licensing that may be required (by law) in the various flag
state maritime jurisdictions worldwide.
Candidates will learn a very broad range of maritime and nautical theory and motor skills
including driving boats, which serve as a foundation to gain further experience and sea time
under the direct supervision of a licensed Captain. For candidates who arrive already certified
as PADI Divemasters the training can be integrated with our MSDT internship over 4-5 weeks,
and upon meeting the post-requisites candidates can also qualify as both Dive Boat Crew and
Instructors (this is the dive vessel equivalent of a ‘resort operations specialty’).
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International Yacht Training...

The IYT Diveboat Crew is the ideal program for the entry level mariner and PADI Divemaster/Instructor. This certification allows the holder to crew on board a dive vessel and gain sea time
and training and we integrate this training with our PADI Divemaster and MSDT programs at Utila
Dive Centre. All candidates complete the IYT DiveBoat Crew e-learning prior to starting the
course, and receive additional class sessions at Utila Dive Centre and workshops, and during the
course practical boat driving exercises are conducted under the direct supervision of our
Captains, including mooring/docking. This program is valuable for anyone wishing to work on
dive vessels, super yachts, liveaboards and the student who completes this certification will also
receive the MCA (British Maritime & Coastguard association) small Powerboat/RIB Master which
certifies them to run tenders globally. Due to the time and content of this course e-learning is
mandatory prior to arriving on Utila, and approximately 3-4 weeks are required, and this
training can be offered independently as a stand-alone course, or with either our Divemaster
or MSDT internships.
Please enquire for scheduling and specific costs and take the first step towards a nautical qualification and maybe in the future after building seatime and experience you could qualify as a
Captain or might just find more employment opportunities.
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RECREATIONAL CLOSED CIRCUIT
from USA & Europe...
Rebreather
course

PADI (the worlds largest recreational scuba training agency) released their recreational ‘Closed Circuit
Rebreather’ (CCR) or courses, and at Utila Dive Centre we’re the only facility in the Honduras and the
Caribbean/Central America to offer PADI diver & Instructor level training in these programs. Rebreathers
have grown in popularity and use in recent years, as technological advances have brought the costs
lower, and as divers wish to extend their limits, they offer safety, and longer times in the water. Rebreathers
recycle the air that a diver breathes, so not only does this extend their air supply compared to an open
circuit diver who loses air with every exhalation, but rebreather divers have longer no-decompression
limits as they breathe a constant enriched mixture of air, and they lose less body heat and moisture with
every exhaled breath so stay warmer and hydrated for longer. For photographer and videographers
rebreathers are the tools of choice, as they get closer to aquatic life and have more intimate interactions
as the bubbles do not disturb the creatures or scare them off.
Why are more and more divers switching to closed circuit rebreathers and why is this the future of diving?
• Longer dive times with extended gas consumption, and longer no decompression limits
• Less noise, no bubbles and the ability to become a part of the aquatic realm, not just an observer,
• More enhanced photos and videos of aquatic life as you can now get much closer to your subjects
• Stay warmer longer as less body heat is exhaled
ed times underwater
•
• Or a foundation for tec rebreather training
For more information on our rebreather courses please visit our website section on rebreathers and
why not get the most from your time and training with us and become a PADI MKSe7en closed circuit
rebreather diver/Instructor and really give yourself an edge in the future of diving, as well as enhance
your own dive experiences.
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LIFESTYLE

of a dive pro in the Caribbean
A typical working day in the life of an Instructor on Utila starts with a 7.30am commute
to work, cycling through the narrow streets of this traditional Caribbean island on their way to their
dive centre. The journey isn’t over yet, as they travel their way to the islands north side by boat in
order to guide a group of students on a wall dive, if lucky they often get to stop and swim with dolphins or Whale sharks on the way.
troducing a group of international backpackers to the delights of the under water world, with the
PADI Open Water diver course, and guide beginner students through one of the most unique multi
sensory experiences they can ever engage in, trust us when we say that these are one kind of customers that will never forget you for the work you do. At other times in your daily duties you’ll be
conducting professional dive courses, with the PADI Divemaster program, and taking ex-bankers,
computer engineers, mechanics, lawyers, doctors and factory workers under your wing and guiding them into the ranks of a dive professional and sharing your own experiences of tropical dive
resort management.

for hours in one of the many island cafes, catching up with colleagues on their morning aquatic
encounters whilst afternoons may involve hammock time or teaching dive academics in the classroom to aspiring divers. At sunset enjoy a cold drink from our on-site café/bar and relax on the UDC
dock with friends as the sun sets slowly into the sea in spectacular Caribbean style and then after
enjoying dinner from the variety of restaurants on the island you can either relax on your own balcony/hammock at home or as darkness sets in so does many of the islands night party venues. The
Treetanic Bar, Tranquila and The Venue have been known to host some of the best parties in this
part of the Caribbean, with warm friendly smiles and great atmosphere.
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Lifestyle of a dive pro in the Caribbean

Of course if it’s a quiet night in that you feel you deserve then there’s no better place to relax in
the evenings than Utila. Most apartments and homes have out door balconies where you can
gaze at the stars or look out to an ocean view, including modern amenities to ensure you have
the creature comforts that maybe you are accustomed to. On days off from work you can hike
the island, take a bike to the off road tracks and end at desert beaches, swim in freshwater caves,
kayak or SUP through mangrove canals, sail in 3 person ‘Hobie Cats’ or sail to the nearby islands
of Roatan, Cayos Cochinos or Glovers Reef, Belize.
If you talk to our team of Instructors, you’ll discover most have worked and dived in many parts of
the world, Koh Tao in Thailand, Dahab in Egypt, Costa Rica, however nothing has impressed them
as much as the friendliness and great quality of living on Utila. The average cost of living on Utila
is about $600 per month with another $200-$250 for suitable accommodation, that’s right and is
probably why most visitors to Utila call it one of the best value destinations in the Caribbean.
Not only does Utila have over 80 dive sites, with diverse conditions and life, bit there are
countless opportunities for additional training and experience to excel you in your career. As
an active dive Instructor in a reputable facility don’t be surprised if you actually find that you
are able to save 2-3 times more a month than you actually spend. That’s why when most dive
Instructors on Utila do decide that the time has come to move on then they have usually saved
enough to head off to the next exotic location, the only problem is where next? Hawaii,
Galapagos, Thailand or Australia, well that’s one question we’ll let you answer.
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DIVESHACK

Only the best equipment!
We’ve partnered with the number 1 equipment suppliers on Utila, ‘DiveShack Utila’ to
offer special packages for our trainees, retailing high quality equipment from Cressi Sub,
Aqualung, Scubapro, Suunto and Trident. You’ll find the prices are more favourable than
most locations though special fitting items may be limited.
Not only do we have the best training programs in Central America, but we’ve also partnered
with the best brands to offer you equipment from the most comprehensive and best stocked dive
retail store.
Most employers will expect you to own your own full set of equipment when they
are hiring you and we can offer you a complete ‘head to toe’ set up of exceptional quality gear from ScubaPro. Please contact us for more information on our ScubaPro
'Head to Toe' package however this offer only applies to candidates who prepay 6-8 weeks in
advance and are completing their Instructor training and MSDT with us.
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UTILA DIVE CENTRE’S
COMMITMENT
to you

Our commitment to you doesn’t end at the Instructor Examination’s. With our continuing education
programs and our 'Global Dive Network' we have a very successful record of job placement locally
and worldwide due to our high standing in the dive community. Whilst we can never guarantee our
candidates work at Utila Dive Centre we will assist you with a training placement if you desire. After
the Instructor Examinations you have approximately 10-14 days before you get your teaching
status activated, during this time on our MSDT internship we can mentor you with one of our
resorts experienced Instructors and you can follow, observe and shadow them as they teach their
courses (Open Water to Divemaster), so now what we taught you during the IDC about real world
teaching you get to put into practice, at no extra charge.
This gives you valuable experience and a work reference from our PADI Career Development
Center and 5 Star Resort and will make it easier for you to find your own Instructor position. This is
another unique advantage that we offer you at Utila Dive Centre that other IDC facilities are
unable to offer (due to a much lower number of Instructors and students at their school) and are
often envious of.
With hundreds of dive centers in the Caribbean and Central America region it doesn’t take long
before a vacancy arises and we will do our best to help you with resume preparation, placements
and a reference. Last year we trained over 60 Instructors and helped 100% of all those who have
stayed in the local area find suitable employment and through our placement service have also
secured positions for our Instructors in the Turks/ Caicos, Caymans, Costa Rica and Panama, plus
worldwide through our Global Dive Network.
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UDC’s commitment
to you...
Honduras
once you arrive...

There are private charter boat trips that do go direct between Roatan and Utila every few days,
and in busy period almost every day. These usually depart from the West End of Roatan around
prepare them
for teaching
through
our
internship
also
will make
you more
valuable
1.30-2pm,
so please
allow 1-1.5
hours
from
airport program,
arrival time,
tothis
clearing
customs
& immigration
as
an
employee.
If
you
plan
on
traveling
to
other
dive
resorts
in
the
world
then
it’s
possible
our
and making it by taxi (approx. 30 minutes) to the West End. If arriving in Roatan please contact us
a
Course
Director
and
IDC
Staff
Instructors,
through
their
own
experience
of
working
all
around
the
few days prior to your arrival and we can send you links to any direct boat services, though if there
can
help/advise
and
counsel
you
on teaching
in differing environments and help guide
isworld,
nothing
scheduled
there
is still
the ferry
option
via La Ceiba.
you in the right direction to secure employment. In fact one of our past PADI Course Directors, was
working as the PADI Regional Manager for the Great Barrier Reef / Papa New Guinea area! Also
If you arrive in San Pedro Sula late and have to spend the night there then the Metrotel Inn and
our past Videographer has worked for one of the founders of Microsoft aboard his Superyacht.
Suites (+5045590300 or reservations@metrotelexpress.com) have rooms for about $90 per night with
As part of our commitment to you we send regular newsletters keeping you informed of changes
free breakfast and internet, the Metrotel is a $15 ride from the airport. Another option once in
on Utila, but most importantly you become part of a professional network of divers (Divemasters/
San Pedro Sula, is the Hedman Alas 1st class bus service (+5045531361 or info@hedmanalas.com),
Assistant Instructors/Instructors) that have all trained at Utila Dive Centre. In addition to having our
that
each
day at 5am,
10am,
2pm
and 6pm
from the Hedman
Alasthis
terminal,
tickets
cost
Staff departs
who have
worldwide
contacts
and
teaching
experience
we can use
network
to place
$30 and the journey takes 3 hours to La Ceiba. The 5am and 10am services go direct to the ferryterminal
inor
Lasimply
Ceiba seek
to connect
the 9.30am and 4pm ferries to Utila, use Hedman Alas terminal
ployment
advicewith
from.
destination code ISL if purchasing tickets online.
1-2pm to La Ceiba with SOSA airlines $100 one way (+504 4253161 or utilamorganstravel@yahoo.
com), or if you arrive late then you can stay in the ‘Hotel Paseo Miramontes’ (+5042391855 or hotel.
miramontes@multivisionhn.net) which costs about $55 per night and is 10 minutes taxi ride $15
from the airport. There is also a Hedman Alas 1st class bus from Tegucigalpa (+5042377143 or info@
hedmanalas.com) to La Ceiba costs $40, departs daily at 05:45am, 10.00am and 1pm and takes
about 6 hours.
4pm, then we would recommend staying at the Gran Hotel Paris (+5044432391 or hotelparis@
psinet.hn) $30 a night, this is a $10 ride from the airport.
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OUR PLEDGE
IE pass guaranteed!

We can never guarantee that you will pass the IDC 1st time, which would just be marketing talk,
arrogance and false promises, even the most gifted of us can have an off
day! We will however advise you if you are not quite ready and should wait a little longer before
taking your Instructor Examinations. Though it doesn’t happen often if we do advise you to wait
before taking the IE then we will give you a 2nd IDC for free, no gimmicks. If for some reason any
Course Directors will put their hands in their pockets and pay for your 2nd IE.
However to date not only have all our Instructor candidates passed the IE but we assisted all those
that stayed on Utila or in the local area secure, credible and worthwhile employment as Instructors
or guides (not poolside sales people in all inclusive resorts), which is our real measure of success
and why you invest in your training with Utila Dive Centre.
Our Course Directors will be available for consultation during the IE and so if you’re still now sure of
the location of where you’d like to ‘GoPro’ ask yourself the following questions:
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Our pledge...
Honduras
once you arrive...

1. Is my IDC extended beyond 7 days to a program 12 days in duration?
2. Do I have 2 experienced Platinum Course Directors conducting my IDC with over 200
IDC’s to their experience?
3. Can I get tuition in other languages, if needed?
4. Will my group size be smaller than 6 candidates?
5. Can I assist on PADI courses and dive prior to my IDC?
6. Can I continue diving if I return to my IDC facility?
7. Will my PADI Course Directors still be advising, assisting, mentoring and helping me
find employment, years after my IDC/IE is finished?
8. Is my IDC conducted in a Career Development Center and multimedia facility,
with reference library and internet access?
9. Will I have a training pool at my availability for additional skill development and
extended practice?
10. Are my Course Directors able to offer the complete system of Instructor ‘continuing
education’ including Instructor courses such as Gas Blender Instructor, Sidemount
Instructor, Rebreather Instructor, PADI/IAHD Adaptive Teaching Instructor, IYT Dive
Boat courses, DAN Instructor and ScubaPro Resort Equipment Technician?
11. Can I also receive PADI Freediver training from beginner through to Instructor, as
with Utila Dive Centre, and can I also take advantage of unlimited diving on the
boats to build up my freediving experience and ability?
12. After the IE do my Course Directors help me with career placements and are
they well connected in the local region and in other dive resorts around the world?
13. Am I confident my IDC will be professional, knowledgeable, interesting, real
world and fun?
14. Have PADI recognized my IDC facility and Course Directors with certificates of
excellence and recognition?
15. Has my facility ever been voted No 1 PADI IDC center by PADI Americas and also
Sport Diver UK, the official PADI publication?
16. Am I being trained in a real world successful ‘Dive center’, not a franchise, not
a concession in a resort, not a hostel with a dive shop attached, not a contract
service, but a real world PADI Career Development Center, that trains the full
spectrum of courses, from beginner to Instructor, with specialized tec training,
freediving and ecology programs, with experienced instructors on a daily basis,
where I will learn as much from the faculty, staff and environment as well as the
curriculum?
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Our pledge...

If you can answer yes to all the above then we hope that you’re able to join us in the near future for the
beginning of an exciting time and start to your dive career as a PADI professional. Remember it’s important that you feel 110% comfortable with the facility and people where you undertake your dive training
so we hope this gives you an idea of what we have to offer at Utila Dive Centre. Unfortunately the one
thing we cannot give you an idea of is the great ambience and atmosphere that exists at Utila Dive
Centre and probably one of our biggest assets is intangible, no matter how well equipped our facility is,
no building, boats, classrooms, equipments can match the care, attention, service and quality that we
put into every PADI Instructor Development Program and all the staff at our resort who works so hard to
achieve this.
Our Course Directors and Instructor Trainers have worked and dived throughout the world in many different environments and are accomplished divers. In todays dive industry it is not uncommon for many
Instructor Trainers to have all their experience limited to working in one dive center or in just one type of
environment (tropical waters) and whilst they may still be good teachers, they lack the diversity, deppth
and breadth of experience that is needed to make a well rouunded and knowledgeable Instructor. So
we encourage you to read more on our staff bios and backgrounds and you’ll see we have the experience to pass onto you and make you a truly successful dive professional.
We’ve even created a Youtube channel and Facebook community that tries to give you a feel for our
facility, and would encourage you to take a look at these if you haven’t already, just be aware the videos do not do UDC or Utila justice, so if you enjoy what you see, just wait till you join us and we guarantee
that whilst other centers made have the rating or title, they cannot offer you the experience, training and
facility that Utila Dive Centre can, simply unbeatable and an education worth a million!

UTILA DIVE CENTRE

Often Imitated but Never Surpassed!
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REVIEWS AND FEEDBACK
What our students have to say about us...

In addition to all the information included here, you’ll find there is
even more details about the Instructor course and training experience at UDC that comes from our past students and divers! Over the
years, we have amassed close to a thousand reviews on TripAdvisor
from past candidates and mentees. Take a look for yourself online by
looking for Utila Dive Center on TripAdvisor.com and learn more
about the learning experience from people who have enjoyed it
first-hand!
-

Read some of our
reviews here!
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HOW TO GET THERE
RESERVATION
from USA & Europe...
details

Whilst we can normally always ‘walk-in’s’ we strongly encourage that you make a reservation in
order to begin your professional dive training with us. In order to maintain the high quality of Instruction on our courses we do have limited group sizes and by booking in advance you can be ensured that we will have study materials ready for when you arrive on Utila and can accommodate
you at our hotel upon your initial arrival to the island.

confirm availability. Alternatively a wire transfer ($25 transaction charge) or cash deposit can be
made into our account, please see below for details:

USA ACCOUNT
Account holder: Henry M. Spurgin
Checking account #: 3250 2188 1734
ABA: 026009593
Swiftcode:BOFAUS3N
Wire transfer routing number: 121000358
Branch address: Bank of America,
31 Orinda Way, Orinda, CA94563
Tel 925 386 9908

Once you have initiated your deposit please send an e-mail or contact us at Utila Dive Centre so
reservation in our hotel if needed.
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